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In addition to the EGO programmings in
which all humans have via their DNA, there

are programmings that have morphed in
every area of our life. One area this is has

occurred is with the relationship of parents
& children. This includes cultural

programmings as well, as many cultures
have programmed ways of behaving and

raising children that are dysfunctional, but
passed on as "tradition."



Examples of parent programmings are:
-Parents attempting to live through their children

-Parents believing that they own their children
-Parents controlling the child & not allowing them

to become their own unique self
-Parents who seek to be friends with their children

& do not provide structure & boundaries
-Parents who use their children as their emotional

punching bags or therapists
-Parents who believe their children are investments

in which they want to see a return 
-Parents seeking to mold their children to their

likeness as a form of narcisism
-Parents who believe financially supporting a child

is all that is required 
-Parents who control their children through 

 finances
-Parents who believe their children owe them

something 
-Parents who use their children as their source of

happiness



The truth is that every soul who incarnates, chooses
their parents & families carefully depending on their

soul contract and what they are coming here to
fulfill. 

 
As this is the final lifetime of incarnation before the

transition to New Earth, this lifetime is
exceptionally important. All parents in this lifetime
have chosen a sacred contract with their children. 

 
All souls on Earth right now are very advanced

souls, and especially those under 25. These are very
old souls who have come into incarnation with very

special energy signatures and purposes. 
 

All parents & teachers are holding sacred roles to be
the caretakers of these souls. To guide them, to

support them, to listen to them, & to provide them
with conscious parenting that allows them to

blossom into their full Higher Selves. 
 

Thank you all parents & teachers for your 
sacred contracts! 



Many parents, upon awakening, hold alot of guilt &
shame regarding their old parenting styles or the

programmings in which they inherited and passed
onto their children. Dissolving all guilt & shame is
step 1 ! Forgive yourself, forgive your own parents
for the programmings they unconsciously instilled

in you. 
 

We now hold the important roles of breaking
generational patterns, dissolving generational

karma, & becoming the conscious parents that we
never had. 

 
As parents, your only job is to love yourself fully &
completely. To heal your own wounds, traumas, &

anchor in your own Higher Self. In the process, you
are providing a pure and conscious environment for

your children to develop their innate gifts. 
 

The children are here on special assignment to
assist us, and all we must do is honor them for their

brilliance & commit to being the greatest and
grandest versions of ourselvse.



We highly recommend for all parents, caretakers, &
teachers to practice self-love disciplines daily and

invest in your self-healing & transformation.
 

The best way to help our children is to help
ourselves, by being the example of grandness. By

practicing self-love, we also lead by example so that
our children grow up loving themselves as well,

breaking generational patterns of guilt, shame, self-
hatred, anger, abuse, trauma, and wounding. 

 
Part of the parent contract is to heal your own inner
child through play, imagination, laughter, creativity

& being in the present moment of now. 
 

Part of self-love is being honest with ourselves
about our own programmings & belief systems that
we have inherited and perpetuated. Once we take
full accountability, we begin to finally release the

burdens of the old ways & embrace the new way of
being-love everywhere present. We are returning to

true innocence.



Discipline & structure are extremely important for
the development of all children. Physical discipline
is not necessary if there is consistency within the

child's environment. Inconsistency is what creates
dysfunction. 

 
For example: if one parent provides disciplines for
certain behaviors & the other parent does not, this

creates dysfunction. If parents are not consistent in
their disciplining of behaviors, this also creates

dysfunction. 
 

Structure does not need to be robotic or overly
rigid, but provides a foundation for the child & the

family unit to flow within. When the structure 
is not solid, there is chaos & often overwhelm that

occurs. 
 

Whatever disciplines are instilled-keep them
consistent & clearly communicate them.

 



Children, especially under the age of 12, 
are pure mirrors. All children will display

the programming they have inherited from
the Mother & Father which means they inherit

all fears, anxieties, dysfunctional patterns,
woundings & traumas of their genetic line upon

birth. 
 

We will often see very dysfunctional children
displaying toxic behaviors, but they are mirroring
the programming of the parent. This is where full

accountability comes in for how we set the
example. 

 
Our children will show us exactly where we are still
holding belief systems & programmings. When we
observe this, we immediately take accountability
for this within ourselves, we call out the behavior,
& we let our children know that we are going to be
changing this behavior together. Disciplines then

crystallize this transformation.



One of the first way we come to understand the
programmings we inherited from our parents is to look at
our control dramas. These control dramas were layed out

by James Redfield in the Celestine Prophecy & explain

how we take energy through our relationships through
different dynamics.

 
Identify which ones you have & identify which control

dramas your parents had. This gives us a clue of how to
begin transforming & dissolving these control dramas

with our children. 
 

We can also observe the control dramas between us and
partners & begin dissolving them. As parents, we are the

example that our children will observe and thus will
create their idea of relationships around. 

 
Children will often mirror our control dramas to us:
-Avoidance or giving the "silent treatment" (aloof)

-Throwing tantrums/screaming/demanding (intimidator)
-Asking many many questions or seeking to get what they

want through begging (interrogator)
-Crying often/pulling on the parent in order to get

attention (poor me victim) 
 



 
The Intimidator 

The intimidator takes energy from others through intimidation,
fear, powering over, & using verbal or emotional threats. They

force everyone around them to bend to their will or placate
them, and typically lash out in anger or even abuse when

challenged. 
 

The Victim/Poor Me
The Intimidator often attracts a Poor Me Victim. These beings

take energy by constantly playing the victim, yet doing nothing
to change their circumstances. They lack accountability &

instead seek for others to feel bad for them.
 

The Interrogator 
The interrogator is the one who is nosy, constantly asking

questions, prying, making criticisms & judgements. They do not
know how to form emotional bonds from the heart, & instead

intellectualize love as a transaction. This often pushes the other
away. 

 
The Aloof

The Interrogator often attracts an aloof being. These beings
avoid communication, connection, & instead seek isolation or

"running" as their coping mechanism. They take energy through
being mysterious and unreachable, instead of showing up and

facing things with communication. 



 
Forgive yourself, your parents, & all experiences

 
Take accountability for all programmings & dysfunction

that you have taken on & passed on

 
Begin observing your EGO programmings & dysfunctions

and work to dissolve them

 
Implement self-love disciplines as part of your family's 

daily routine 

 
Have patience with yourself ! You are fulfilling a sacred

role & you are a superhero!

 
Be consistent with your disciplining of your children. 
Communicate clearly the boundaries & Right Action

 
Trust your guidance & intuition as the parent. YOU know
your child best because they chose you as their guardian


